
HOW TO PLACE A FINANCIAL COMPENSATION CLAIM FOR THE ILLEGAL INSTALLATION OF A BLUETOOTH 

TELECOMMUNICATION OPERATING SYSTEM IN THE BODIES OF THE VACCINATED 

 

THE COMPLETE GUIDE 

The illegal installation of a Bluetooth telecommunication operating system in the bodies of the vaccinated is without 

any doubt the biggest crime in the last century and possibly in known human history. The psychological impact from 

it is huge. The technical part of placing the financial compensation claim is truly very simple, fast and easy and the 

steps below show you what to do. Yet, there’s way more to it. We need to understand in depth what happened, how 

we allowed it and how we can look forward to a future that we have trust in. For anyone who wants to place this 

claim I’d most highly recommend to have a look at the Bluetooth Freedom Project book, which is written really simple and 

understandable for the common person and contains perhaps more visuals than text for maximum clarity and simplicity. It’s 

really unique with its most sincere effort to try to find a positive perspective for what has happened and to turn all fear, 

suffering and sorrow into love, hope and peace. In the same time it’s the complete technical guide for all aspects of the 

Bluetooth chipping of the populations, including placing the claims with the police with letter and attachments. 

 

Here are in short the steps you need to know and take 

 SIMPLICITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE PROOF 

First and most important, you need to get acquainted with the process of establishing the proof. It is both 

very simple and highly reliable and usable in front of any institution. ANYONE WITH MOST BASIC 

KNOWLEDGE of working with a smartphone can learn it in minutes. In fact the application used has more 

than a million users and the feedback for it is quite pleasing with users sharing that it’s the best in its class 

and they find their Bluetooth devices in minutes, so you should be able to do the same with the potential 

Bluetooth signal emitted from the body of the vaccinated.   

 

 DOWNLOAD AND TEST WITH THE BLUETOOTH SCANNER-FINDER APPLICATION 

Download the application and do several tests. The most recommended application for the purpose is 

“Bluetooth Scanner - Bluetooth finder - pairing ” (for Android) by Zоltan Pallagi.  

Download the Protocol for detecting the Bluetooth chip with vaccinated from the 

https://theukoflove.com/bluetoothfreedom/ page and follow the instructions.  

 

 ATTENTION!  

NOT ALL of the vaccinated emit a Bluetooth signal. Some have received a placebo injection, some might have 

been detoxified from the graphene oxide, which is the carrier of the Bluetooth operational system and there 

could be other unknown reasons yet. Observations show that perhaps somewhere between 50-90% of the 

vaccinated have it.  

 

 IF YOU ARE AMONG THE VERY FIRST ONES 

If you are among the very first ones to place a financial claim, it’s highly recommendable to place your claim 

in a group with at least a few other people, the more the better. Best to place the claims simultaneously at 

the different police stations in the same city and the same county at the same day or few days apart.  

Why is this necessary? This is necessary for the following reason. The crime that we’re dealing with here is of 

an extraordinarily big proportions, so much so that the common human mind cannot perceive it as possible 

and will automatically reject it as a possibility. I’ve been rejected already once at a police station in the UK at 

the very beginning for this reason, but at that time I didn’t have this documentation and also the 

accumulated experience and the right approach. Further, if the investigative officer has been bombarded so 

intensively with messages in one direction and has seen the overwhelming part of the population going in 

this direction, then the contents of this documentation, which goes against it, will create a tremendous 

amount of psychological pressure and discomfort for him. Please, do watch the following very short videos 

on the psychology of social conformity. When you see them you’ll understand that giving an individual 

complaint at a single police station for a case like this is practically equal to conducting these social 

experiments again, but now expecting them to have a different outcome. This is not a scientifically based 

approach and the risk of failure is unreasonably high. We want to create a socially supportive environment 

https://theukoflove.com/product/bluetooth-freedom-project/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://theukoflove.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/VaxChipFinder-InstructionManual.pdf
https://theukoflove.com/bluetoothfreedom/


for the investigation officers where they will feel strongly supported to say exactly what they see, instead of 

asking them to be superheroes and break all social behaviour science laws that we’re seeing with these 

videos. Instead of social atmosphere that says: “I’m alone against all the rest” we can create for them an 

atmosphere that says “Everyone knows about this and all the colleagues are working on the same subject, so 

I’m free to say exactly what I think as I don’t need to conform with the rest to keep my social status and risk 

my job”.   

As it is with the police authorities in this respect, so is it with the level of prosecution and on the government 

level as well. All of these groups need to feel that the majority of the people from their professional area 

know about this subject and also that there are quite a large number of people who demand a clear answer 

on this matter and have stepped forward and this information is spreading extremely fast. It’s not that 

people are necessarily corrupt and dishonest if they reject something that looks so simple and obvious for 

somebody else. Once again, the incredible social behaviour impact of the group action will give us the 

answers in these videos.  

Conformity experiment – are people sheep? 

In this video an unaware woman of the experiment 

joins a group of actors who stand up every time 

there’s a beep in the room. What’s more shocking 

though is that not only she goes on doing this while 

left alone in the room, but she manages to teach all 

the newcomers to do the same without anybody 

ever trying to find the meaning of it. The conclusion 

is that people are ready to do unreasonable things 

when confronted with the possibility of being left 

out of the group, because people are social beings. 

YouTube: Social Experiment – most people are sheep, https://youtu.be/MEhSk71gUCQ   

The ASCH experiment of conformity. During the 1950s Solomon Asch conducted and published a series of 

experiments that demonstrated the degree 

to which an individual's own opinions are 

influenced by those of a majority group. 

Demonstrating how a "normal" human 

being can be pressured into unusual 

behaviour by people they deem as authority 

figures, or by the consensus of opinion 

around them. In the video a subject is 

placed in a group of actors who were 

instructed to give the wrong answer to a 

very simple visual test. Shockingly the subject conforms to the group’s false answer and starts giving the 

same false answer simply to remain in the majority of the group. YouTube: The Asch Experiment, 

https://youtu.be/qA-gbpt7Ts8  

Now that you watched the videos, try to think about how they apply to a situation where a police officer or a 

prosecutor is given this documentation while being in a country with around 70-80% of the population has 

been vaccinated and most probably they themselves also have gone through this procedure. That will be, 

once again, nothing else but literally repeating the exact same experiments in this new environment and 

expecting a different outcome. This wouldn’t be an intelligent approach where one could expect a positive 

outcome.   

Based on these scientific social behaviour observations I would very highly recommend for the pioneers of 

these financial claims to organise themselves in groups and place their claims simultaneously at all police 

stations in their city and if possible the county and even the country. The rest won’t need this extra effort.  

https://youtu.be/MEhSk71gUCQ
https://youtu.be/qA-gbpt7Ts8
https://youtu.be/MEhSk71gUCQ
https://youtu.be/qA-gbpt7Ts8


 SHARE THE INFORMATION AND GO ON A BIG SCALE  

In the context of the above mentioned I’ve prepared a A Letter To Any Organisation Informing Them Of The 

Presense Of Illegal Bluetooth Network Inside Their Premises . It can be given by hand or sent through e-mail 

to any owner/head/general manager of any public space building to inform them of the crime committed 

inside their premises without their knowledge and to give them immediate opportunity for financial 

compensation for all their employees and clients/visitors/passengers/guests as well as providing a social and 

individual healing from the damage caused.   

 

 WATCH THE VIDEOS DEDICATED TO THIS THEME 

I highly recommend for you to watch the videos dedicated to this theme on my Bitchute  channels 

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/theukoflove/ or Rumble: https://rumble.com/user/TheUKofLove  

Among those you can see a live demo how I place a complaint 

in the Bulgarian police by doing a live demonstration and 

handing the documentation. It took the investigation officer 

just 3 working days to send the documentation to the 

prosecution with which the Bulgarian police became the first 

institution in the world to practically admit that the 

information from this documentation is true and there’s a 

crime.  

Bitchute: Bulgarian Police: Yes, there are Bluetooth chips in 

the vaccinated 

 

 LAWYER’S SUPPORT 

I’m not a lawyer and have never dealt with the law or any cases, except for the case I filed with the police on 

the video above and I did it without any consultation with anyone. The fact that it went through so quickly 

means that it is very efficient. Yet, the documentation I’ve prepared is the basis on which a lawyer needs to 

apply the specifics in this field. This is the reason why I shared the documents in PDF, Word and  on-line 

Word format on the Bluetooth Freedom Project’s page. If you yourself are not proficient in this field, then 

you’ll need a lawyer.  

 

 TAKING THE EVIDENCE AND STARTING THE HEALING 

If your body emits a Bluetooth signal it serves as evidence for your claim. Yet, the investigation and court 

procedure might take some time while you want to start with your detoxification and healing process. In this 

case it would be best to engage witnesses, perhaps lawyers would be the best choice, in front of whom you 

can conduct the tests and take the necessary videos and sign the necessary observation 

protocols/documents from the test, so that you can go ahead straight away with your healing. Glutathione 

seems to be the most recommended means for speedy detoxification from the graphene oxide, which is the 

carrier of the Bluetooth telecommunication operational system installed in the bodies of the vaccinated 

throught the Covid vaccine. You can see the recommended healing solutions at the end of the Bluetooth 

Freedom Project book or on internet.  

 

 SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE 

Please, share your experience in the Bluetooth Freedom Project Forum or in the Telegram group of the 

project https://t.me/VaxChipFinder .  

 

 SUPPORT THIS PROJECT 

If you consider that this information and documentation has been of a substantial value for you, please 

consider sharing a donation. This project is entirely volunteer based and has no other income channels for 

the time being.    

Thank you. 

 

 

https://theukoflove.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Bluetooth_AnyOrg_Letter.pdf
https://theukoflove.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Bluetooth_AnyOrg_Letter.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/theukoflove/
https://rumble.com/user/TheUKofLove
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WT9tKMlxljDJ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WT9tKMlxljDJ/
https://theukoflove.com/bluetoothfreedom/
https://theukoflove.com/product/bluetooth-freedom-project/
https://theukoflove.com/product/bluetooth-freedom-project/
https://theukoflove.com/forum/
https://t.me/VaxChipFinder
https://theukoflove.com/donate/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WT9tKMlxljDJ/


IN GRATITUDE TO THE UNKNOWN SAVIOUR OF MY LIFE 
While I was 17 I tried to end my life by drinking some sleeping 

pills as I thought that life didn’t have any more meaning for me. I 

haven’t done drugs, nor did I have any problems with my family 

or a relationship. It’s just that I didn’t believe in spirituality, didn’t 

have spiritual experiences and simply couldn’t find any further 

meaning to live. It’s many years later that I had out-of-body 

experiences and felt how all I wanted to do is come back and 

have my body again. Also, from all spiritual masters I’ve met I 

understood that suicide really isn’t a good thing for the soul to 

experience as it becomes worse afterwards. I’m deeply devoted to the teachings of my spiritual guides. They have 

names and some of them are in a body. They helped me appreciate life on a much deeper level and not just find a 

meaning to live, but to be deeply inspired and to be alive. They came to me in different ways and in different 

methods, languages and interpretations with a common ground between them all. Yet, before all of them, I hold in 

my mind the memory of this one, THE UNKNOWN. The one who never had a written or spoken word and teaching or 

organisation, who never expected from me to follow a teaching that he has given, who didn’t even leave a trace for 

me to follow and say to him THANK YOU! He didn’t care that I did everything wrong according to the spiritual 

understanding that I have today. Somewhere in between life and death, somehow, something or someone has 

reached his hand out and simply has put me back inside my body and returned me to life without asking for 

anything.  

To this one: THANK YOU! 

I myself have not taken the vaccine, but when I look back to this episode of my life I did something much worse than 

this – I consciously tried to take away my own life. I’m doing this work in gratitude to this one, THE UNKNOWN, who 

helped me IN SPITE of my ignorance and gave me all the freedom of choice of what to do afterwards. If you feel you 

can try and help somebody else in a similar way, then here’s one more way of doing this by sharing the information 

from this project and giving people the chance to have their bodies, their minds, emotions and consciousness back 

again. It is a beautiful thing and it’s worth it.  
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